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A trip to Westminster Abbey
Cathedral Pipes’ latest offering is not a microphone, 

but the company’s first microphone preamp, christened 
The Westminster Abbey. Visually it takes many cues 
from the PSU of the Notre Dame, including the red car-
ry handle and the military covered power switch.

Like the Notre Dame PSU, the handle gives away 
that this is portable preamp design, or a desktop style 
at the very least. It’s so pretty, however, that I’m not 
sure I would be comfortable taking it out of the studio.

Its rectangular body is covered tip to toe in shiny 
nickel-chrome with a white enameled front and 
back. On its top is the power switch, handle, and 
three tubes that poke their heads through the top and 
are surrounded by artistic bracing and caging.

The top also features both exposed and chrome 
capped transformers. This gives the West-Abb the 
look of a vintage hi-fi box more than a mic pre. 
According to Charles, this was intentional; he told me 
that he finds 19" rackmount preamps boring-looking.

The tubes in the unit are German-made Valvo/
Phillips PF83 and PC900 tubes. The PF83 tube can 
be used in either Pentode or Triode mode. The input 
and output transformers are made by Cinemag (CM 
9661AH and CMMI-7C). The large Mu Metal-capped 
toroidal power transformer is a design by Muller Elek-
trotechnik. Lastly the unit uses Wima MK4 and Mika 
caps and the same Jensen paper-in-oil output capaci-
tor used in the Notre Dame mic.

Back to front
On the back side is the IEC socket for the custom 

red power cable—another Cathedral Pipes trade-
mark—as well as controls for continental voltage 
switching and the fuse cap.

All of the preamp controls and I/O are located on 
the compact front face. There is an XLR microphone 
in and an XLR line out, as well as a 1/4" instrument 
input specifically set to extra-high impedance for in-
struments with passive pickups. Input level is handled 
by a 3-position slide-style toggle switch with settings 
of +34 dB, +40 dB, +46 dB. This is followed by a 
large red metallic fully-variable fine gain input atten-
uator. It is unmarked.

While this may seem like the unit offers limited 
control options and a minimal input range with 
a max gain of only +46 dB, stylistically it is very 
reminiscent of early 1950s and 1960s European 
microphone preamp modules both in style and 
level... especially those of German and British 
origin, which is where the West-Abb takes its cues.

Further controls on the unit are a row of chunky 
feeling (I mean this in a cool way) vintage pushbuttons 
like those found on old car radio for station selection 
in the 1970s. These buttons are: Pad (20 dB), Polarity, 
Tube (Pentode or Triode mode), Lift (200 Hz highpass 
filter), and +48V Phantom Power.

REVIEW BY PAUL VNUK JR.

Cathedral Pipes microphones are handmade in California 
by company founder and gear designer Charles Dickinson. 
All of Charles’ products are visually striking and define the 

word “bling”; they feature unique gloss white and polished chrome 
bodies with red accents from checkerboards to fades, and internally 
LED-lit headbaskets.

Cathedral Pipes’ lord of the kingdom, the tube-based Notre Dame 
reviewed in our February 2015 issue, comes with what is, to date, the 
most unique-looking tube power supply I have seen or used. It’s 
resplendent with a Geiger counter-style pattern meter and knob, a 
metal detector-style handle, and a military fighter jet kill switch for power.

Cathedral  
Pipes 
Westminster Abbey 
Tube Microphone 
Preamp
Handmade beauty, in sight and sound
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Sonically split personality
From its visual design to its control 

set, this box is simple, elegant, and 
classy. This also applies to its sound... 
well, half of its sound, anyway. The Tube 
button that switches between Pentode 
and Triode modes gives this preamp 
two completely different sonic signatures.

Button out is Pentode mode. This is the 
elegant and classy sound I mentioned; 
it’s big, full, and pure. Pushing the button 
in to engage Triode mode adds about 
10 dB of apparent gain and adds a 
forceful punchy edge to the sound. 

At first blush, Triode was my favorite; I 
liked its punch and aggression for guitars, 
vocals, and snare drum, and wondered 
why anyone would switch it out. Even 
Charles told me it was his favorite and 
most-used mode. Then I used it in some 
jazz and acoustic folk sessions, and really 
fell in love with how smooth, thick, and 
detailed the Pentode mode was on bass, 
clean jazz guitar, acoustic guitar, and 
crooner-style vocals. It was also beautiful 
on Jeff Buckley/Thom Yorke style male 
indie-pop vocals. The Lift switch really 

helps to add clarity to vocals and acoustic 
guitars in this mode.

Super-clean gain
Admittedly, I was worried about the lower 

maximum output of the unit, with only +46 
dB of gain. Charles recommends one of his 
Durham Mic Boosters (a phantom-powered 
mic booster based on the active gain circuit 
found in his Seville active ribbon mic) when 
using low-powered ribbons and dynamic 
mics. However, the Westminster Abbey is so 
clean and its noise floor is so low that I could 
actually get a nice clean spoken-word level 
from a Shure SM7B in Triode mode. 

In further use and in side-by-side com-
parisons to other tube mic pres in my 
collection including a Chandler REDD.47 
and a Universal Audio SOLO/610 up-
graded with 1950s/1960s NOS Black 
Plate Tubes, the Westminster Abbey in 
Triode mode was similar to an aggressively 
dialed REDD.47, although tighter sounding. 
In Pentode mode the West-Abb is closer 
to the smoothness of the 610, but a touch 
more laid back and open. In other words, 
while there are some areas where it crosses 

paths with other valve preamps, it very 
much has its own thing going on.

Is there anything I did not like about the 
Westminster Abbey? Yes: to keep it looking 
shiny and pretty I had to dust it more often 
than any other piece of gear in my studio.

Conclusions
Cathedral Pipes continues its tradition 

of gear that not only makes a great con-
versation piece, but delivers sonic bling as 
well. I like that the preamp nicely balances 
vintage vibe and hi-fi smoothness in one 
box, thanks to the Pentode/Triode choice.

While its cost is at the start of the high-
end price curve for a mono tube micro-
phone preamp, it’s actually not out of line 
once you consider the high-end compo-
nent choices and the fact that it’s hand-
made to order by Charles in California. 
Besides, it’s a great conversation-starter in 
the studio!

PRICE:  $1650
MORE FROM: Cathedral Pipes, 

www.cathedralpipes.com
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